You have probably heard about the California Consumer Privacy Act
(CCPA) by now. The CCPA is Californ ia's new privacy law and, as its name
suggests, the CCPA prescribes broad data privacy protections for California
residents. While the CCPA has received the lion's share of national
attention, other states have quietly started to introduce their own privacy
legislation requiring enhanced protections for consumer data.

2.

The Right to Delete. Subject to certain exceptions, the CCPA
grants consumers the right to delete personal information held
by businesses or a business' service provider.

3.

The Right to Opt-Out. The CCPA grants consumers the right, at any
time, to opt-out ofthe sale ofthe consumer's information by a
business. Moreover, for children under the age of16, businesses
must receive opt-in consent prior to selling any information of
the child. For children under13, businesses must receive parental
consent prior to selling the child's information.

4.

The Right to Non-Discrimination. The CCPA prohib its businesses
from discriminating against a consumer due to the consumer
exercising any right granted under the CCPA. Specifically, the CCPA
disallows businesses from taking any oft he following actions with
respect to a consumer who has exercised her or his privacy rights:

Still , you may be thinking how important are data practices and
the evolving privacy law really? The answer is, in a word, VERY.
To understand why, we need to briefly delve into the role that our
information now plays in commerce.
Information has been commoditized and is n.ow an asset that
consumers, whetherwittinglyor unwittingly, trade with companies in
exchange for services. As the information economy continues to grow,
how companies hold, protect, and process consumer information wi II
remain under public scrutiny. Information, its exchange between
interested parties, and its protection by third parties mining its value,
already touches on all aspects of commerce. This is why regardless of
whether you are practicing medicine as a licensed physician, starting
a new business venture, or are simply consuming services from a
business, data privacy law affects you.
In order to get an idea of what consumers and businesses can expect
from comprehensive state privacy laws going forward, it is helpful to
first discuss some of the major provisions introduced by the CCPA.
Specifically, it is importantto understand how the CCPAdefines personal
information and what new privacy rights the CCPA grants to consumers.
CCPA's Definition of Personal Information
Prior to the CCPA and the recent wave of privacy legislation, the
primary law relating to personal data in many states was, and still is,
the respective state's data breach notification law. These laws generally
define "personal information" in relation to the negligence or bad act
of a third party with respect to the information. The CCPA, by contrast,
defines personal information with the understanding that consumer
information has become an essential component of the ecommerce
marketplace. As such, the CCPA broadly defines personal information
to include any information that "identifies, relates to, describes, is
reasonably capable ofbeingassociated with , or could reasonably be linked,
directly or indirectly, with a particularconsumeror household." Cal. Civ. Code
§ 1798.140(0)(1) . The CCPA's definition is comprehensive and includes
any information "regarding a consumer's interaction with an internet
website, application, or advertisement."Cal. Civ. Code §1798 .140(0) (1) (F).
Consumer Rights Granted By CCPA
As summarized by the California Attorney General's Fact Sheet, the
CCPA grants to consumers the following rights:
1.

The Right to l<now. The CCPA grants to consumers the right to know
what personal information (including categories and specific
pieces of personal information) is collected, used, shared or sold.

(a) Denying the consumer goods or services;
(b) Charging the consumer different prices, rates, or discounts
for goods or services, or otherwise imposing penalties; or
(c) Providing the consumer with a different level or quality of
goods or services.
Implications of the CCPA
The takeaways from the CCPA's broad definition of personal
information and the privacy rights that it grants consumers are twofold . First, consumer "personal information" is not just information
that we typically consider sensitive or valuable (i .e., social security
numbers, financial information, etc.) . Instead, the CCPA redefines
personal information to include any information that can be linked
to an individual consumer or a consumer's household. Effectively, the
result is that any consumer information collected, processed, or sold
by a company can bringthatcompany underthe purviewoftheCCPA.

Second, the CCPA's grant of privacy rights may indicate a new
paradigm , one in which the discrepancy in bargaining power
between companies and consumers is reduced. The implication here
is simple-businesses will have to tailor their data practices (and
potentially certain service delivery models) to account for consumers
exercising their newly granted privacy rights.
Currently, there are active bills introducing comprehensive privacy
legislation in multiple states, and, in manyofthese states, the proposed
privacy laws broadly redefine personal information and/or grant
privacy rights to consumers. Eventually, most, if not all, states will adopt
comprehensive privacy legislation (unless, of course, a federal privacy
law that preempts state law is enacted) . Therefore, although the CCPA's
sweeping provisions are limited to California for now, eventually many,
if not most, U.S. consumers and businesses will be subjectto some form
ofthe protections and obligations introduced by the CCPA. So, whether
you are a consumer or a business, the CCPA (or some version of the
CCPA) wi lllikely soon apply to you, if it doesn't already.
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